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Why Multibosons Physics?

1 Introduction

The measurement of the W+W− production cross section at the LHC provides an important test of the
Standard Model (SM) through the sensitivity to the triple gauge boson couplings that result from the non-
Abelian structure of the gauge symmetry group, SU(2)L ×U(1)Y. Furthermore, non-resonant W+W−

production is an irreducible background process to searches for the Higgs boson in the same final state.
This note describes the measurements of the total and the fiducial WW production cross sections in

pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV with a total of 4.7 fb−1 integrated luminosity. The dominant SM W+W−

production mechanisms are s-channel and t-channel quark-antiquark annihilation. The s-channel pro-
duction occurs only through the triple gauge coupling vertex and accounts for ∼ 10% of the full W+W−

production cross-section. The leading-order Feynman diagrams for the dominant qq̄� →W+W− produc-
tion mechanisms at the LHC are shown in the left and middle diagrams of Fig. 1. The corresponding
next-to-leading order (NLO) prediction for the total cross section σ(qq̄�, qq̄→W+W−) is 43.8±2.2 pb at√

s = 7 TeV, which is based on MC@NLO [1] using the CT10 [2] parton distribution functions (PDFs).
Gluon-gluon fusion through quark loops, shown in the rightmost diagram of Figure 1, contributes an
additional 2.9%, i.e. 1.3+0.8

−0.5 pb, to the total non-resonant W+W− production cross section [3–8].

Figure 1: Left: The SM tree-level Feynman diagram for W+W− production through the qq̄ initial state
in the t-channel. Middle: The corresponding SM tree-level diagram in the s-channel, which contains the
WWZ and WWγ triple gauge boson coupling (TGC) vertices. Right: The gluon-gluon fusion process,
mediated by quark loops.

The cross section is measured in the fiducial phase space of the detector using the �+ν�−ν final state,
and is extrapolated to the total phase space. The fiducial phase space includes geometric and kinematic
acceptance. The total production cross section of oppositely charged W bosons is measured according to
Equation 1 given below:

σ(pp →W+W−) =
Ndata −Nbg

AWW ×CWW ×L ×BR
, (1)

where Ndata and Nbg are the numbers of observed data events and estimated background events, respec-
tively, AWW is the kinematic and geometric acceptance, CWW is the ratio of measured events to events
produced in the fiducial phase space, L is the integrated luminosity of the data sample, and BR is the
branching ratio for both W bosons to decay to eν or µν (including decays through tau leptons with
additional neutrinos). The fiducial cross section is defined as σ ×AWW ×BR.

Previous measurements of W+W− production using the CMS and ATLAS detectors, each based
on 2010 data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36 pb−1, have respectively found σ(pp →
W+W−) = 41.1±15.3 (stat.)±5.8 (syst.)±4.5 (lumi.) pb [9] and σ(pp →W+W−) = 41+20

−16 (stat.)±
5 (syst.)±1 (lumi.) pb [10]. Using 1.02 fb−1 data collected by the ATLAS experiment during the early
2011 data taking period, the total cross section is measured to be σ(pp→W+W−) = 48.2±4.0 (stat.) ±
6.4 (syst.) ± 1.8 (lumi.) pb [11]. All the measurements are statistically consistent with the SM NLO
prediction of σ(pp →W+W−) = 45.1±2.8 pb.
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1 Introduction

The underlying structure of the electroweak interactions in the Standard Model (SM) is the non-abelian
S U(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge group. This model has been very successful in describing current measurements.
Properties of weak gauge bosons such as mass and their coupling to fermions have been precisely tested
at LEP and the Tevatron [1]. However, triple gauge boson couplings (TGC) predicted by this theory have
not yet been determined with the same precision.

In the SM the TGC vertex is completely fixed by the electroweak gauge structure and so a precise
measurement of this vertex, through the analysis of diboson production at the LHC, is essential to test the
high energy behavior of electroweak interactions and to probe for possible new physics in the bosonic
sector. Anomalous gauge boson couplings, deviating from gauge constraints, might cause a significant
enhancement of the production cross section at high diboson invariant mass. Furthermore, new particles
decaying into W±Z pairs are predicted in supersymmetric models with an extended Higgs sector (charged
Higgs) as well as models with extra vector bosons (e.g. W�) [2].

At the LHC, the dominant W±Z production mechanism is from quark-antiquark and quark-gluon
initial states at leading-order (LO) and at next-to-leading order (NLO), respectively [3]. Figure 1 shows
the LO Feynman diagrams for W±Z production with qq̄� initial states. Only the s-channel diagram has a
triple gauge boson interaction vertex and is hence the only channel to contribute to potential anomalous
coupling behaviour of gauge bosons.
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Figure 1: The SM tree-level Feynman diagrams for W±Z production through the (a) t-, (b) u- and (c)
s-channel exchanges in qq̄� interactions at hadron colliders. The s-channel diagram contains the WWZ
TGC vertex.

This note presents a measurement of the W±Z production cross section with the ATLAS detector
in LHC proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. The analysis uses four channels with leptonic decays

(W±Z → �ν��) involving electrons and muons: eee, eeµ, µµe or µµµ (including secondary e or µ leptons
from the decay of τ leptons) plus missing transverse energy, Emiss

T . The results are based on an integrated
luminosity of 1.02 fb−1 collected by ATLAS in 2011. The main sources of background to the leptonic
W±Z signal are ZZ, Zγ, Z+jets, and top-quark events. The signal and background contributions are
modelled with Monte Carlo simulation and with data-driven measurements.

Section 2 briefly describes the ATLAS detector and the data sample analysed in this paper. Section 3
discusses the signal and background simulation samples used in this analysis. The definition and re-
construction of physical observable objects such as particles and jets are detailed in Section 4, followed
by event selection in Section 5. Section 6 presents the signal acceptance and background estimate, and
the systematic uncertainties on these estimates. The calculations of the cross section and limits on the
anomalous TGCs (aTGCs) are given in Section 7.
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SM Test: Measurement of the SM cross-sections and triple gauge couplings (TGC) tests the
EW interactions structure

� ZWW and γWW fixed by SM
� ZZZ and γZZ SM forbidden

BSM Probe: Possible beyond SM physics interacting with gauge bosons could modify production
cross-sections and final states kinematic.

Other Searches: Diboson production is one of the main backgrounds for many SM measurements
and Higgs/BSM searches at LHC
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In This Talk

� Diboson cross-sections measurements and limits on anomalous TGC in ATLAS are presented here,
using 2011 data. Only leptonic channels considered, i.e. l = e, µ: small branching ratio, but clean
experimental signature

� WW → lν lν , ZZ → llll and ZZ → llνν with 5 fb−1

� WZ → lν ll , Wγ → lνγ and Zγ → llγ with 1 fb−1

� Being as model independent as possible → test EW symmetry
� Minimize the impact of theoretical uncertainties on the experimental measurement → measuring

fiducial cross-sections!
� Minimize the experimental uncertainties → take special care of object definition and background

estimation

Main goal of this talk is to show both how we deal with these issues and results that we get.
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Experimental Challenge

1. Collision events selection: single lepton
triggers and good primary vertex

2. Good reconstructed objects selection:
leptons, jets, photons and EmissT

3. Specific analysis event selection
� Only focus on main analysis aspects
� For all the details, click on the link on

the references near the titles

4. Background estimation
� Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the

others, corrected to match data
conditions/performances (pile-up,
lepton energy smearing and scale, JES...)

� Data-driven methods for backgrounds
with fake leptons or photons

5. Cross-section and TGC limits extraction
Sara Borroni 6/30
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WW → lν lν Analysis [arXiv:1203.6232]

� Cross-section is sensitive to new physics
� Main background for H → WW search
� Event Selection:

� Two high-pT (> 20 GeV), opposite
charged and isolated leptons (e, µ)

� Veto events with |m�� − mZ | < 10
GeV
→ to reduce other diboson bkg

� High EmissT, Rel , removing the events with

fake EmissT from lepton mis-id
→ to reduce Z/γ∗ bkg

� jet-veto
→ to reduce top background

� Data-driven background estimation from
single bosons production in association
with jets, where the jet “fakes” a lepton

� Observed events in 4.7 fb−1 : 1524
Expected bkg: 531.1± 13.7± 48.7

Emiss
T, Rel =

�
Emiss
T × sin

�
∆φ�,j

�
if ∆φ < π/2

Emiss
T if ∆φ ≥ π/2,

Sara Borroni 7/30
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WZ → lν ll Analysis [CERN-PH-EP-2011-184, PLB paper]

� Directly sensitive to aTGC
� Event Selection:

� Two high-pT (> 10 GeV), same-flavor
and opposite-charge, isolated leptons
(e, µ) within |m�� − mZ | < 10 GeV

� third isolated lepton pT > 20 GeV
from W
→ to reduce other diboson bkg

� High EmissT (> 25 GeV)
� mWT > 20 GeV

→ to suppress Z and ZZ bkg

� Same fake background estimation as in
WW

� Observed events in 1 fb−1 : 71
Expected bkg: 12.1± 1.4+4.1

−2.0

Sara Borroni 8/30
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ZZ → llll Analysis [ATLAS-CONF-2012-026, PRL paper]

� Directly sensitive to the SM forbidden
TGC

� Main background for H → ZZ search
� Low statistics but very clean channel
� Event Selection:

� Two pairs of same-flavor and
opposite-charge, isolated leptons (e, µ),
with pT > 7 GeV, within
|m�� − mZ | < 25 GeV

� forward muons (up to |η| < 2.7) are
used, with pT > 10 GeV, to increase
the acceptance

� in same flavor channels, pairs
ambiguity resolved choosing pairs with
lower sum of |m�� − mZ | value

� Observed events in 4.7 fb−1 : 62
Expected bkg: 0.7+1.3+1.3

−0.7−0.7

Sara Borroni 9/30
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ZZ → llll Analysis [ATLAS-CONF-2012-026, PRL paper]
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ZZ → llνν Analysis [ATLAS-CONF-2012-027]

� First measurement!
� Directly sensitive to the SM forbidden

TGC
� Event Selection:

� A pair or high-pT (> 20 GeV),
same-flavor and opposite-charged,
isolated leptons (e, µ) within
|m�� − mZ | < 15 GeV

� Axial-EmissT > 80 GeV

EmissT × cos∆Φ( �EmissT , �pllT)
→ to reject Z+jets bkg

� Veto events with any jet with pT > 25
GeV in |η| < 4.5
→ to reject Z+jets and top bkg

� Fractional pT di�erence
|EmissT − pZT |/pZT < 0.6
→ to reject WW bkg

� Observed events in 4.7 fb−1 : 78
Expected bkg: 40.7± 4.3± 3.7

Sara Borroni 11/30
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Wγ/Zγ Analysis [ATLAS-CONF-2011-013, to be updated soon]

� Background for many searches
� Directly sensitive to aTGC
� Event Selection:

� One high-ET isolated photon
� Zγ : pair or high-pT (> 25 GeV),

same-flavor and opposite-charged,
isolated leptons (e, µ) within
m�� > 40 GeV

� Wγ : one high-pT (> 25 GeV), isolated
lepton and mT(l , ν) > 40 GeV

� w/ and w/o vetoing events with any jet
with ET > 30 GeV in |η| < 4.4
→ w/ jet veto analysis used to extract
TGC limits

� ISR is included in the signal, FSR is bkg
and suppressed by ∆R(l , γ) > 0.7

� Data-driven background estimation from
ingle bosons production in association
with jets, producing non-prompt γ from
meson decays from jet fragmentation

Sara Borroni 12/30
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Cross-sections Summary

To minimize the e�ect of theoretical uncertainties on the measurement, mainly on the acceptance
(kinematic distribution predictions, PDF..), fiducial cross-section is measured and total cross-section is

extrapolated from it

� C is the ratio between reconstructed
signal events over signal events in the
defined fiducial volume

σfid =
Ndata − Nbkg
C × L

� acceptance A is ratio between generated
events in the fiducial volume and all
generated events (comprehending the
leptonic BR). It contains all the model
assumptions and uncertainties

σfid = σtot × A
Black bars: statistical uncertainties only.

Red bars: full uncertainties.

Sara Borroni 14/30
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Limits on anomalous TGC

� The deviation of dimensionless parameters from the SM predicted ones, are used to explore the
most general TGC vertex:

� gZ1 = 1, kZ = 1 and λZ = 0 for WWZ ,WWγ
� f Z,γ4 (CP-violating) and f Z,γ5 (CP-conserving) for ZZZ , ZZγ
� hVi , i = 1..4, V = Z , γ for ZZγ and Zγγ SM forbidden vertices

� to conserve the unitarity, a form factor is introduced which vanishes the couplings to high-energy,
which depende on a cut o� scale Λ

� results are given for each parameter for di�erent Λ assumptions, fixing the others to the SM values

� The most sensitive observable is chosen for each analysis to predict the e�ect of di�erent aTGC,
and compared to data

� 95% confidence intervals (C.I.) on the aTGC parameters are extracted for each analysis. Systematics
uncertainties are included as nuisance parameters

Sara Borroni 15/30
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Anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings Limits – from WZ , ZZ

� Total number of observed events is used to determine aTGC limits from WZ , ZZ
� Re-weight procedure is used to predict the expected number of events using di�erent TGC values

assumptions
� Profile likelihood ratio test is used to determine the 95% C.I. for the anomalous couplings
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Anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings Limits – from WW

� Leading lepton pT distribution is used in a binned likelihood fit to extract aTGC limits from WW
� Re-weight procedure is used to predict the leading lepton pT distribution with di�erent TGC

values assumptions
� Better sensitivity than Tevatron, due to high statistics and center of mass energy!

low the energy scale of these new physics processes, an
effective Lagrangian can be used to describe the effect of
non-SM processes on the WWV (V = γ,Z) couplings.
Assuming the dominant non-SM contributions conserve
C and P, the general Lagrangian for WWV couplings is

LWWV/gWWV = igV
1 (W†µνWµVν −W†µVνWµν) +

ikVW†µWνVµν +
iλV
m2

W
W†λµW

µ
νVνλ, (3)

where gWWγ = −e, gWWZ = −e cot θW , Vµν = ∂µVν −
∂νVµ and Wµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ. The SM couplings
are gV

1 = kV = 1 and λV = 0. Individually, non-
zero couplings lead to divergent cross sections at high√

s, and non-SM values of the gV
1 or kV couplings break

the gauge cancellation of processes at high momentum
transfer. To regulate this behavior, a suppression factor
depending on a scale Λ with the general form

λ(ŝ) =
λ

(1 + ŝ/Λ2)2 , (4)

is defined for λ, ∆g1 ≡ g1 − 1 and ∆k ≡ k− 1. Here, λ is
the coupling value at low energy and

√
ŝ is the invariant

mass of the WW pair. The gγ1 coupling is fixed to its SM
value by electromagnetic gauge invariance.

To reduce the number of WWV coupling parameters,
three specific scenarios are considered. The first is the
“LEP scenario” [27, 28], where anomalous couplings
arise from dimension-6 operators and electroweak sym-
metry breaking occurs via a light SM Higgs boson. This
leads to the relations

∆kγ = −
cos2 θW

sin2 θW
(∆kZ − ∆gZ

1 ) and λγ = λZ , (5)

leaving three free parameters (∆gZ
1 , ∆kZ , λZ). The pa-

rameter space can be further reduced by requiring equal
couplings of the SU(2) and U(1) gauge bosons to the
Higgs boson in the dimension-6 operators. This adds
the constraint ∆gZ

1 = ∆kγ/(2 cos2 θW ) and is referred to
as the “HISZ scenario” [27]. A third “Equal Coupling
scenario” assumes common couplings for the WWZ and
WWγ vertices (∆kZ = ∆kγ, λZ = λγ, ∆gZ

1 = ∆gγ1 = 0).
The differential cross section as a function of the in-

variant mass of the WW pair is the most direct probe
of anomalous couplings, particularly at high invariant
mass. The mass can not be fully reconstructed but is
correlated with the momentum of the individual leptons.
The pT distribution of the highest-pT charged lepton is
therefore a sensitive probe of anomalous TGCs and is
used in a binned likelihood fit to extract the values of the
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Figure 3: The pT distribution of the highest-pT charged lepton in WW
final states. Shown are the data (dots), the background (shaded his-
togram), SM WW plus background (solid histogram), and the follow-
ing WW anomalous couplings added to the background: ∆kZ = 0.1
(dashed histogram), λZ = λγ = 0.15 (dotted histogram), and ∆gZ

1 =
0.2 (dash-dotted histogram). The last bin corresponds to pT > 120
GeV.

anomalous couplings preferred by the data (Fig. 3). The
dependence of the distribution on specific anomalous
couplings is modeled by reweighting the mc@nlo SM
WW MC to the predictions of the BHO generator [29] at
the matrix-element level. Figure 3 demonstrates the sen-
sitivity to anomalous TGCs at high lepton pT; the cou-
pling measurement is negligibly affected by the excess
in the data at low pT. The fiducial cross section is mea-
sured in the last bin of Fig. 3. The result σfid(pT ≥ 120
GeV) = 5.6+5.4

−4.4 (stat.) ± 2.9 (syst.) ± 0.2 (lumi.) fb is
consistent with the SM WW prediction of σfid(pT ≥ 120
GeV) = 12.2 ± 1.0 fb.

Table 5 and Fig. 4 show the results of the coupling
fits to one and two parameters respectively in the LEP
scenario, with Λ = 3 TeV and the other parameter(s) set
to the SM value(s). One-dimensional limits on λZ in the
HISZ and Equal Coupling scenarios are the same as in
the LEP scenario. In the HISZ scenario, the 95% CL
limits on ∆kZ are [−0.049, 0.072] and [−0.037, 0.069]
for Λ = 3 TeV and Λ = ∞, respectively. The cor-
responding limits in the Equal Coupling scenario are
[−0.089, 0.096] and [−0.065, 0.102], respectively.

The anomalous coupling limits in the LEP scenario
are compared with limits obtained from CMS, CDF, D0
and the combined LEP results in Fig. 5. The sensitiv-
ity of this result is significantly greater than that of the
Tevatron due to the higher center-of-mass energy and

8

Table 5: 95% CL limits on anomalous TGCs in the LEP scenario assuming the other couplings are set to their SM values.

Λ ∆gZ
1 ∆kZ λZ

3 TeV [−0.064, 0.096] [−0.100, 0.067] [−0.090, 0.086]
∞ [−0.052, 0.082] [−0.071, 0.071] [−0.079, 0.077]
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional fits to the anomalous couplings in the LEP scenario: ∆kZ vs. λZ (left), ∆kZ vs. ∆gZ
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Figure 5: Anomalous TGC limits from ATLAS, D0 and LEP (based on the LEP scenario) and CDF and CMS (based on the HISZ scenario), as
obtained from WW production measurements.
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Anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings Limits – from Wγ, Zγ
� Number of events with Njet = 0 and pγT > 60(100) GeV are used to extract aTGC limits from
Zγ(Wγ)

� NLO predictions with di�erent TGC assumptions are generated using MCFM
� Bayesian approach to set the limit

Sara Borroni 18/30
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Anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings Limits – from Wγ, Zγ
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Summary

� Diboson production cross-sections have been measured in agreement with the SM
predictions

� Both total and fiducial cross-sections are measured to provide theory-independent
results

� Limits on aTGC have been set, competitive with LEP and Tevatron results

� Many new results to come this year:
� Higher center of mass energy - 8 TeV - measurements
� Aiming for 20 fb−1 dataset by the end of this year

� This is going to be an exciting year!
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Thanks!
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Backup
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Inclusive vs fiducial cross-section

� To minimize the e�ect of theoretical uncertainties on the measurement, mainly on the
acceptance (kinematic distribution predictions, PDF..), fiducial cross-section is measured

� the fiducial volume is defined to match the experimentally accessible phase space, e.g. two high pT
leptons within some η region

� C is the overall reconstruction e�ciency/resolution/detector acceptance phase space correction factor,
i.e. ratio between reconstructed signal events over signal events in the fiducial volume

σfid =
Ndata − Nbkg
C × L

(1)

� σfid is extrapolated to the full production cross-section σtot, assuming predicted acceptance A
from MC, i.e. ratio between generated events in the fiducial volume and all generated events
(comprehending the leptonic BR)

σfid = σtot × A (2)

� The factor A contains all the model assumptions and uncertainties
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Fake Leptons Background Data-Driven Estimation

Single bosons production in association with jets, where the jet “fakes” a lepton
→ di�cult to accurately simulate in MC, data-driven method used

� A control region is defined,
kinematically close to the signal region,
containing one good lepton and one
“lepton-like” jet, i.e. a jet passing loose
lepton reconstruction criteria (no
isolation cut)

� the probability for a lepton-like jet to be
reconstructed as good lepton (f (pT)) is
measured from a di-jet independent
sample

� Number of fake background events in
signal region is determined opportunely
scaling the control sample by f (pT)
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Fake Photons Background Data-Driven Estimation

Single bosons production in association with jets, producing non-prompt γ from meson decays from
jet fragmentation → di�cult to simulate in MC as well, data-driven method used

� Two dimensional side-band method is
used to determine non-prompt photon
background – photon identification and
isolation are used to define signal and
control regions

NB/NA = ND/NC
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WW Event Yield

and in data samples containing jets of different energies, and also by comparing fake factors measured
in dijet and W+ jets Monte Carlo samples. The assigned systematic uncertainty covers variation of the
quark/gluon composition of the jets in the jet data sample compared to jets in the W+ jets sample, and
the effects of changing instantaneous luminosity on f .

The total W+ jets contribution to the final selected W+W− candidate events is estimated to be 79.0±
1.4(stat)±39.0(syst).

8.4 Other Background Contributions

Other background contributions to W+W− originate from the diboson processes WZ, ZZ and W + γ(∗).
The leptonic decays of WZ and ZZ events can mimic the W+W− signal when one or more of the charged
leptons is not reconstructed and instead contributes to Emiss

T . The ZZ → ��νν process is suppressed by
the Z veto cut. The Wγ process is a background process only for the ee and eµ channels, since the
probability for a photon to be misidentified as a muon is negligible.

These diboson background contributions are estimated using MC simulation. The total diboson back-
ground contribution is estimated to be 57.6 ± 3.2 (stat) ± 7.4 (syst) events for 4.70 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity. The quoted systematic uncertainty includes uncertainties in the luminosity (3.9%), the SM
diboson cross sections (5%), the jet veto efficiency (10.1%), the dilepton trigger and identification effi-
ciencies (1.5%) and Emiss

T uncertainty (1.8%).
The hadronic dijets background contribution is negligible in the W+W− signal region as determined

from PYTHIA MC and cross-checked by data.

9 Results

9.1 Summary of observations and predictions

The observed and expected number of events after applying all W+W− selection cuts are shown in
Table 5. Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are given for all three dilepton channels in the
table. It should be noted that the systematic uncertainties of the background contributions are highly
correlated between all three decay channels.

Final State e+e−Emiss
T µ+µ−Emiss

T e±µ∓Emiss
T Combined

Observed Events 196 287 1041 1524
Total expected
events (S+B) 202.9±7.2±15.3 250.1±7.4±15.9 916.9±10.0±68.9 1370.1±14.3±96.5
MC WW Signal 88.5±1.3±10.1 137.0±1.6±14.4 613.6±3.6±59.8 839.0±4.2±83.3
Background estimations
Top(data-driven) 14.0±2.0±2.9 25.2±2.9±5.1 70.8±5.2±14.4 110.0±6.2±22.4
W+jets (data-driven) 19.8±0.5±10.5 5.1±0.9±2.0 54.1±1.0±28.3 79.0±1.4±39.0
Drell-Yan (MC/data-driven) 72.0±6.7±3.2 70.0±6.5±3.5 142.2±7.1±12.5 284.2±11.7±17.2
Other dibosons (MC) 8.6±1.2±1.9 12.8±0.6±2.0 36.2±2.9±3.5 57.6±3.2±7.4
Total background 114.4±7.1±11.5 113.1±7.2±6.8 303.3±9.3±34.3 531.1±13.7±48.7
Significance (S /

√
B) 8.3 12.9 35.2 36.4

Table 5: Summary of observed events and expected signal and background contributions in the three dilepton and
combined channels. The first error is statistical, the second systematic.

The kinematic distributions of the final W+W− candidates together with the predicted W+W− signal
and estimated background events are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. The leading and the sub-leading lepton
pT are shown in Figure 6. The dilepton system pT and the φ angle between the two leptons are shown in
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WZ Event Yield

requirements. The two leptons which pass all cuts must also pass the Z reconstruction requirements. To
select a control sample as close to the signal region as possible, all other event selection criteria, includ-
ing the Emiss

T and MW
T cuts are required. The event yield is obtained by scaling each event in the resulting

sample by the “fake-factor” f (pT), i.e. the probability that a “lepton-like” jet satisfies the quality or
isolation requirements. The fake-factor is determined from a sample of events containing a Z boson plus
an extra lepton-like jet, with a low missing energy requirement of Emiss

T < 25 GeV, and extrapolated to
high values of Emiss

T using simulated events. The validity of the extrapolation has been verified with dijet
events from simulation and data.

The background from W/Z + γ events where the photon converts into an electron-positron pair is not
taken into account by the data-driven estimation methods, and is instead calculated with simulation. All
other backgrounds are estimated using simulation.

For the electron and muon objects, the uncertainties associated with the reconstruction and identifica-
tion efficiency, energy scale, energy smearing, and isolation are taken into account. The uncertainties are
determined from comparisons between simulated events and data in control samples and are around 2%
to 6% depending on the decay channel. The uncertainties on the objects that are used to calculate Emiss

T
are used to calculate the systematic uncertainties on Emiss

T . Uncertainties in the description of the pile-up
conditions by the simulation are also considered. The total systematic uncertainty on the acceptance of
the Emiss

T and transverse mass cuts due to the description by the simulation is 1–2%.

7 Results

The numbers of expected and observed events after applying all selection cuts are shown in Table 3.
Statistical uncertainties are given for all four trilepton channels. We observe 71 W±Z candidates in data,
with 10.5±0.8(stat)+2.9

−2.1(sys) expected background events. The expected signal events include the contri-
bution from τ lepton decays into electrons or muons, which accounts for 1.7 events. The backgrounds
from W+W− and multi-jet production were found to be negligible. Various kinematic variables and the
W± charge of W±Z candidates are shown in Figure 3.

Final State eee + Emiss
T eeµ + Emiss

T eµµ + Emiss
T µµµ + Emiss

T combined

Observed 11 9 22 29 71

ZZ 0.34±0.07 1.03±0.13 0.82±0.12 1.40±0.15 3.55±0.24±0.17
W/Z+jets 2.03±0.38 0.64±0.18 2.03±0.38 0.44±0.15 5.14±0.59+2.97

−2.08

Top 0.26±0.10 0.31±0.09 0.41±0.12 0.60±0.15 1.58±0.23±0.10
W/Z + γ 0.49±0.28 – 0.56±0.39 – 1.05±0.48±0.08

Total Background 3.08±0.49 1.98±0.24 3.82±0.56 2.44±0.21 10.5±0.8+2.9
−2.1

Expected Signal 7.55±0.17 11.27±0.20 12.12±0.22 18.16±0.27 49.1±0.4±3.02

Expected S/B 2.5 5.7 3.2 7.4 4.3

Table 3: Summary of observed events and expected signal and background contributions in the four
trilepton and combined channels. Statistical uncertainties are shown for the individual channels, and
both statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown for the combined channel. Expected signal events
(W±Z) and background from ZZ and W/Z + γ are predicted from MC simulation. Dashed entries indi-
cate that no simulated event passed the selection. Data driven background estimation methods are used
for W/Z+jets for all decay channels. The last row shows the ratio of expected signal events over the
background expectation.

5
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ZZ → 4l Event Yield

uncertainty on the factor f for each pT and η bin is taken as the sum in quadrature of the statistical
uncertainty for the bin and the difference between data and simulation.

5 Cross section measurement

The numbers of expected and observed events after applying all selection criteria are shown in Table 1.
Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are given.

We observe 62 candidates passing the ZZ selection in data, with a background expectation of 0.7 +1.3
−0.7

(stat) +1.3
−0.7 (syst) from the data-driven estimate. The errors on the background estimates span the 68%

confidence interval, which is not symmetric about the best estimate because the background cannot
be negative. As seen in Table 1, the background prediction from Monte Carlo is in agreement within
uncertainties with the data-driven estimate.

Final state eeee µµµµ eeµµ combined (����)

Observed 15 21 26 62

Signal(MC) 9.9 ± 0.5 ± 0.8 16.6 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 26.8 ± 0.8 ± 1.0 53.2 ± 1.1 ± 1.9
Bkg(d.d.) 0.6+0.7

−0.6
+0.8
−0.6 < 0.3+0.5

−0.2 0.3+0.9
−0.3
+0.8
−0.3 0.7+1.3

−0.7
+1.3
−0.7

Bkg(MC) 0.3 ± 0.3 < 0.8 0.6 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.6

Table 1: Summary of observed events and expected signal and background contributions in each of the
four-lepton channels and combined for the ZZ selection. The background (Bkg) predictions labeled
(d.d.) are obtained with the data-driven method described in the text and cover Z+X, W±+X, top and
other diboson processes. The first error is statistical while the second is systematic. The limits set
on the µµµµ channel are the 68% confidence interval based on the statistical uncertainty. The errors
shown on the data driven estimate in this channel are systematic only. The background prediction from
Monte Carlo is also shown and is in agreement within uncertainties with the data-driven estimate. The
uncertainty on the luminosity is not included.

Figure 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for the leading and subleading lepton pairs after all
selections requirements are applied, except for the dilepton mass requirements. The transverse momen-
tum distributions of the lepton pairs and the combined four-lepton system, and the invariant mass of the
four-lepton system are also shown for the ZZ candidates. The pT distributions observed in data are in
agreement with the expectation from the signal Monte Carlo.

The ZZ fiducial cross section was determined using a maximum likelihood fitting method combining
the three four-lepton channels, using the combined number of observed events and the estimated back-
ground from Table 1 and a combined reconstruction correction factor of 0.62 ± 0.02 (stat) ± 0.02 (syst).
The systematic uncertainties were included in the fitting procedure as nuisance parameters. The mea-
sured fiducial cross section is:

σfid
ZZ→�+�−�+�− = 21.2+3.2

−2.7 (stat) +1.0
−0.9 (syst) ± 0.8 (lumi) fb

where �+�−�+�− refers to the sum of the e+e−e+e− µ+µ−µ+µ− and e+e−µ+µ− final states. The result is
consistent with the prediction from MCFM for the fiducial cross section, 19.0+1.1

−1.0 fb, where the error
reflects the uncertainty on the PDFs and on the scale, as described below. Measuring the fiducial cross
section in each of the final states separately yields 6.6+2.0

−1.6 (stat) +0.8
−0.5 (syst) +0.3

−0.2 (lumi) fb for the e+e−e+e−

final state, 5.5+1.3
−1.1 (stat) +0.2

−0.1 (syst) +0.3
−0.2 (lumi) fb for the µ+µ−µ+µ− final state and 9.1+2.1

−1.7 (stat) +0.5
−0.4 (syst)

+0.4
−0.3 (lumi) fb for the e+e−µ+µ− final state. The theoretical prediction of the fiducial cross sections in

6
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ZZ → llνν Event Yield

Final State e+e−νν̄ µ+µ−νν̄ �+�−νν̄

Observed 33 45 78

Expected ZZ 19.3 ± 0.5 ± 1.2 23.0 ± 0.6 ± 0.9 42.3 ± 0.8 ± 1.8

Background estimations:
W±Z (MC) 9.4 ± 0.5 ± 1.5 13.3 ± 0.6 ± 2.1 22.7 ± 0.8 ± 3.5
W±+γ (MC) 0.20 ± 0.10 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.12 ± 0.01
tt̄, W±t, W+W− and Z → ττ (data-driven) 6.5 ± 1.8 ± 0.3 8.2 ± 2.3 ± 0.3 14.7 ± 4.1 ± 0.6
Z+jets (data-driven) 0.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.3 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.8
W±+jets (data-driven) 1.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.4 ± 0.3
Total Background 18.0 ± 2.0 ± 1.6 22.7 ± 2.4 ± 2.1 40.7 ± 4.3 ± 3.7

Table 2: Summary of observed events, total background contributions and expected signal in the individ-
ual and combined channels. The first error is statistical while the second is systematic. The uncertainty
on the luminosity is not included.
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Figure 4: Transverse mass of the ZZ pair. The histograms show the predictions from Monte Carlo for
the different contributions.
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Wγ/Zγ Event Yield
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FIG. 3. (a) The measured cross section for Wγ production together with the SM model prediction in the extended fiducial
phase space as defined in Table III , (b) The measured cross section for Zγ production together with the SM model prediction
in the extended fiducial phase space as defined in Table III.

σext−fid[pb] σext−fid[pb]
Low pT exclusive Low pT inclusive

eνγ 3.42 ± 0.14 ± 0.50 4.35 ± 0.16 ± 0.64
µνγ 3.23 ± 0.14 ± 0.48 4.82 ± 0.15 ± 0.64
lνγ 3.32 ± 0.10 ± 0.48 4.60 ± 0.11 ± 0.64

e+e−γ 1.03 ± 0.06 ± 0.13 1.32 ± 0.07 ± 0.16
µ+µ−γ 1.06 ± 0.05 ± 0.12 1.27 ± 0.06 ± 0.15
l+l−γ 1.05 ± 0.04 ± 0.12 1.29 ± 0.05 ± 0.15

Medium pT exclusive Medium pT inclusive
eνγ 0.14 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
µνγ 0.15 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
lνγ 0.15 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.02 ± 0.03

e+e−γ 0.044 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 0.069 ± 0.012 ± 0.006
µ+µ−γ 0.050 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 0.068 ± 0.011 ± 0.005
l+l−γ 0.047 ± 0.007 ± 0.004 0.068 ± 0.008 ± 0.005

High pT exclusive High pT inclusive
eνγ 0.040 ± 0.011 ± 0.009 0.114 ± 0.018 ± 0.010
µνγ 0.026 ± 0.008 ± 0.003 0.135 ± 0.018 ± 0.010
lνγ 0.030 ± 0.006 ± 0.006 0.125 ± 0.013 ± 0.010

TABLE V. Measured cross sections of the pp → lνγ +X and
pp → llγ + X processes at

√
s = 7 TeV in extended fiducial

phase space as defined in Table III. The first uncertainty is
statistical and the second is systematic. The 3.7% luminosity
uncertainty is not included.

tional choices of form factors are hV
3 = hV

o3/(1 + ŝ/Λ2)3531

and hV
4 = hV

o4/(1 + ŝ/Λ2)4. Here
√
ŝ is the Wγ or Zγ532

invariant mass and Λ sets the new physics energy scale.533

Deviations of these values from the SM predictions of534

zero lead to an excess of high energy photons associated535

with the W and Z bosons.536

Exclusive high ET extended fiducial measurements of537

Channel ET (γ) Cross section Cross section
inclusive exclusive

pp → l±νγ +X > 15 3.58±0.26 pb 2.61±0.16 pb
(3.70±0.28 pb) (2.84±0.20 pb)

pp → l±νγ +X > 60 255±35 fb 118±16 fb
(260±38 fb) (134±21 fb)

pp → l±νγ +X > 100 80±12 fb 31± 4 fb
(82±13 fb) (34±5 fb)

pp → l+ l−γ +X > 15 1.22±0.05 pb 1.03 ± 0.04 pb
(1.23±0.06 pb) (1.08±0.04 pb)

pp → l+ l−γ +X > 60 58±5 fb 40±3 fb
(59±5 fb) (43±4 fb)

TABLE VI. Expected NLO cross sections for pp → l±νγ+X
and pp → l+ l−γ+X. The cross sections are quoted at parton
(particle) level as described in the text.

Wγ process and exclusive medium ET measurements of538

Zγ process, as defined in equation 1, are used to extract539

ATGC limits. The cross section predictions with ATGC’s540

(σATGC
Wγ ) are obtained using the MCFM generator. The541

number of expected events in the extended fiducial region542

(NATGC
Wγ (∆κγ ,λγ)) for a given ATGC, are obtained by:543

NATGC
Wγ (∆κγ ,λγ) = σATGC

Wγ ×CWγ×AWγ×SWγ×LWγ .544

The limit of an ATGC parameter (eg: hV
i ) given the545

extended fiducial measurements, is extracted based on546

the Bayesian posterior probability density function, ob-547

tained by integrating over the nuisance parameters cor-548

responding to all systematic errors and assuming a flat549

Bayesian prior in hV
i before measurements. This calcula-550

tion has been done for various values of the scale param-551

eter Λ in order to be able to compare our results with552
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